Gringo Times

Word Search

We’re out of the hurricane season now, but the power of nature has always been an
inspiration for superhero inventors. All of the weather related words in the puzzle have also
been the name of a superhero. Use your special powers to find them. Words can go
diagonally forwards and backwards.

Receipe

Classic Ribs Sauce

I love finger food, you can get
some great chicken wings in
restaurants here on the North Coast,
but ribs are a little rarer and can be
expensive. This sauce will serve
equally well for ribs or wings, and you
can easily get pork spare ribs usually
from the deli or fresh meat counters
in the supermarkets here, all you
have to do is ask, they will offer them
whole or chopped.
Ingredients:

½ cup of ketchup (or tomato paste
if you prefer)
¼ cup balsamic vinegar
2 tbls brown sugar
4 tbls olive oil
4 tsp Worcester sauce
3 tsp Tabasco sauce
2 tsp mustard
2 tsp paprika
2 tsp chilli powder (you can add
finely chopped fresh chillis
for a more picante flavour)
Juice from 1 lime
½ garlic bulb peeled and crushed
½ onion chopped finely

Aurora
Avalanche
Blizzard
Cataclysm
Cloud
Coldsnap
Earthquake
Force of Nature
Four Winds
Heat Wave

Heatstroke
Ice
Iceman
Icicle
Jetstream
Lava Men
Magma
Major Disaster
Mist
Nightfall

Northwind
Nova
Rainbow Raider
Red Tornado
Rictor
Shockwave
Storm
Sunspot
Surf
Thunderbolt

Thunderbolts
Tsunami
Typhoon
Undertow
Volcano Man
Weather Wizard
Whirlwind
Wildfire
Wind Warrior

“When s, he
a singer singir and
stirs up the iat any
makes it h ms. But
passing eardoroud, he
if he is g to
knows how
keep it from
hurting..”
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Method
The best thing is the method – it’s
easy. Throw all ingredients into a big
bowl and mix. Stir in the meat and
leave overnight, cook uncovered in a
moderate oven for around 30-40
minutes or until done!
For BBQ’s I usually save a little of
the marinade, then cook the meat
covered until just done. Simply
brown on the BBQ, basting with the
reserved marinade - that way the
meat is fully cooked without burning
or drying out.
continued from page 11

assault at times of peak fertility, it
would make sense for them to
advertise attractiveness on a broad
scale when they are not fertile."

Police Anticipate Zombie
Attack

In the US, a police chief has
ordered a stash of chainsaws in case
his city is invaded by zombies.
Although not known for zombie
attacks, the city of Lansing in
continued on page 18
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